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Combining multiple video sources
onto a single screen
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Introduction
Modern airborne, naval and ground vehicle platforms host disparate video sources including
mission computers, digital maps and a number of external and internal sensors. These sources
often need to be combined and presented in several different layouts on the operator’s screen.
This white paper discusses how modern, powerful and flexible video processing technology
addresses the need for combining video and graphics using video scaling and windowing
solutions in a rugged environment.
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Video sources on a surveillance or combat platform may include computer-generated
graphics, for example from a mission or digital map computer, as well as sensor inputs from
high definition or standard definition cameras or turrets. Crew members will typically require
access to several or all of these video sources. In earlier installations, each video source would
often have been presented on a dedicated display. However, this is clearly not a scalable
solution, especially given the limitations of space and weight imposed by smaller platforms
and the cost of installing and maintaining multiple displays. The solution is to combine
multiple video inputs into a single video stream that can then be displayed on a single monitor.

The science of scaling

Clipping, keying and blending

Video windowing depends first on the ability to scale a video
stream, pixel by pixel, to dimensions other than its native size.
For example, input from an HD sensor at 1280x720 pixels may
need to be scaled down to a resolution of 960x540 (75% scaling)
to enable it to fit within a window occupying one quarter of the
area of a full HD 1920x1080 display. Alternatively, input from an
SD sensor providing, for example, 640x480 pixels, may need to
be scaled up to fill a larger area of an HD display to enable an
operator seated at a distance to easily see fine detail.

Once the video images have been de-interlaced and scaled, they
need to be combined into the output video stream. The simplest
case may involve video images in separate non-overlapping areas
of the screen. Slightly more complex is where video windows
overlap, but do not combine - meaning that the video image
needs to be clipped into non-rectangular shapes. The most
complex cases are where the moving video images either partially
or fully overlap one another and are mixed together in some way
- perhaps adding or subtracting pixel intensities, or with the level
of “transparency” based on pixel brightness (“alpha blending”)
or colour (“chroma-keying”). Using alpha blending would, for
example, allow a radar sweep to be displayed “in front of” a digital
map, with the radar image semi-transparent, so as to show the
map more clearly in the areas where the radar intensity was lower.
Adding chroma-keying would then allow track symbology to be
visible “on top of” the combined radar plus map image.

Video scaling is easy to do badly and difficult to do well. The
simple nearest-neighbor algorithm is computationally inexpensive,
but results in undesirable display artifacts such as jagged edges
on the output stream. Bilinear interpolation yields higher quality but
at the expense of resources, and smoothing out jagged edges can
result in some loss of sharpness on edges. The polyphase and
Lanczos algorithms offer further improvements in image quality,
preserving sharp edges while retaining the smooth interpolation
effect of the bilinear algorithm. When displaying high quality sensor
video, high definition maps or mission computing symbology,
use of the best video scaling technology available is essential to
provide an optimum user experience and to avoid unnecessary
loss of detail.
Further, a sophisticated de-interlacing algorithm is a prerequisite for ingesting and scaling video input from legacy sensor
sources which generate interlaced video, typically to PAL/NTSC
or STANAG 3350 video standards. De-interlacing effectively
combines the successive fields of an interlaced video format
into single progressive frames which can then be scaled and
processed appropriately.

A most flexible approach to image combination uses a control
plane to select, for each pixel in the output video stream, which of
the video inputs should be used to populate the output pixel. This
provides for complex mixing of video-inputs allowing, for example,
an optical video sensor input to be mixed with an image from
an infra-red sensor, and sit “in front of” an image generated by
a computer graphics source, whilst being overlaid with symbols,
text and a pop-up “picture in picture” display of a zoomed portion
of the image.

Possible implementations
There are several approaches available for implementing the
algorithms described so far in this paper. The first approach uses
application-specific devices (ASIC) to provide video scaling and
windowing. This typically offers the lowest cost solution but has
some disadvantages. Such ASICs are often targeted at commercial
rather than military applications, with associated issues of limited
flexibility, technical support and longevity of supply.
Another approach uses the increasingly powerful capability of
graphics controllers and general-purpose computing on graphics
processing units (GPGPU) to handle complex video processing
functions including video scaling and mixing. This approach has
distinct advantages, including the availability of rugged cardlevel solutions from multiple suppliers, considerable softwarecontrolled flexibility and the inherent provision of computer
graphics generation alongside other video processing functions.
However, for some platform requirements this approach may be
inappropriate. The video inputs need to be made available to the
graphics processor and this will typically require extra functionality
and hardware to implement the appropriate video interfaces.
Furthermore, the software required to implement video windowing
and scaling would typically be implemented using the same
processing subsystem that is hosting the customer’s application,
which has implications on processor load and co-existence with
a separate software code base. A third approach described in
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this paper, uses advanced video processing algorithms implemented as IP on powerful FPGA
devices. All of the algorithms described in this paper can be implemented using this solution.
When allied with video input and output capabilities and a modestly-powered processor to
implement the control interfaces, a standalone video scaling and windowing system can be
implemented which provides very flexible user-controlled functionality and which can be added
to an existing system with multiple video sources with very little intrusion into the customer’s
software base. This FPGA-based approach also offers excellent longevity of supply, since the IP
can be moved to the latest device in a family with little effort.
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Cobra2 Functionality Overview

A video scaling and windowing solution
Curtiss-Wright’s Cobra2 video windows card offers the FPGA-based solution described above
in a 6U VME form factor. The Cobra2 supports five video inputs, four of which are fully scalable
(allowing all or part of the input image to be scaled to any size from 32x32 pixels to full screen)
and support HD and VESA RGB video inputs, as well as PAL/NTSC/RS170. The fifth input
allows HD DVI-I (analogue or digital) video to be used as an unscaled underlay/overlay. This fifth
input is, typically generated by the customer’s computer graphics subsystem, and is overlaid
by, or blended with, the other four scaled video inputs. The Cobra2 can be provided either as a
VME card or as a card in a ruggedized enclosure. It can easily be added to an existing system,
controlled from the existing computer’s Ethernet or serial interfaces. With Cobra2 sitting between
the graphics card and display, minimal modifications to the platform configuration are required to
add powerful video windowing to an existing system. Cobra2 and its predecessor, Cobra, have
been used widely on various naval and airborne platforms in a variety of roles to implement highly
capable console display subsystems with multiple switched video inputs.

Summary
This paper has addressed the general challenge of presenting multiple video sources in a sensorrich environment on a single display with operator-selectable screen layout configurations.
While there are several technical solutions that can address much of the underlying functionality
associated with this requirement, not all of them offer sufficiently high performance and quality
coupled with straightforward integration into a mission or surveillance system. Curtiss-Wright’s
Cobra2 is an example of a standalone product that can bring high performance video windowing
into complex video installations with little integration effort and minimal risk. The same technology
used in Cobra2 is also used in Curtiss-Wright’s AVDU series of rugged mission displays; these
displays can accept up to eight different video inputs, in HD-SDI, RGB and CVBS formats, and
present up to four of them on the display at any one time under operator control.

Learn More
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